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Member Driven Technologies Partners with Fed Reporter to
Enhance Call Reporting
CUSO offers automated call reporting tool to boot accuracy, ease of NCUA filings
April 3, 2018, 8:00 am Eastern Standard Time

FARMINGTON HILLS, MI (April 3, 2018) — Member Driven Technologies (MDT), a CUSO providing credit
unions with a secure, private cloud alternative for core banking and IT needs, today announced its partnership
with Fed Reporter to offer credit union clients advanced tools for National Credit Union Association (NCUA)
regulatory reporting. DataLink CU and Call Report Pro CU solutions enable the quick and efficient preparation
and filing of quarterly NCUA reports.
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Fed Reporter’s DataLink CU and Call Report PRO CU solutions
incorporate automation into credit unions’ regulatory report preparation,
allowing them to create 5300 Call Reports with speed and accuracy.
Reports are then filed electronically. The tools provide credit unions with an
easily digestible view of NCUA line item instructions, a display of historical
data by line item and the option to include notes. The solutions also
incorporate more than 1,600 NCUA edit checks to reduce errors and
increase credit unions’ level of confidence in their compliance.
“These reporting solutions have saved us time and boosted accuracy of our
regulatory reports,” said Kimberly Witt, chief financial officer of MTC
Federal Credit Union. “If credit unions are willing to invest time into the
tools upfront, it pays back dividends on the backend. With the Fed Reporter
solutions, we can prepare our 5300 Call Report in a fraction of the time it
used to take us, and we haven’t had a single exception since
implementation.”

President of Fed Reporter, Phil Templer, said, “We look forward to working with the talented team at MDT to
help their clients automate a significant portion of the preparation of their quarterly NCUA Call Report. Use of
our Datalink CU and Call Report Pro CU can greatly reduce the burden of report generation in addition to
increasing overall reporting accuracy.”
The call reporting software integrates with Symitar’s Episys® core processing platform to easily extract data –
another efficiency benefit for MDT clients. The software also accepts third-party files as a data source, making
it even simpler to gather all of the necessary information to file Call Reports from a single source. Call Report
Pro CU and DataLink CU offer credit unions options for presentation-quality reports, including the ability to
review peer credit union data, such as comparative analysis, peer analysis and ratio review.
“In today’s complex compliance landscape, credit unions must be able to manage call reports quickly and
accurately,” stated Larry Nichols, CEO at MDT. “By offering our clients these call report tools, NCUA reports
can be completed in a more reliable and timely manner, allowing credit unions to spend less time on regulatory
filings and more time serving members and building relationships throughout their communities.”

About Member Driven Technologies (MDT)
MDT provides credit unions with a secure, private cloud alternative for core banking and IT needs. The
CUSO’s service-first, hybrid approach to outsourcing enables credit unions to gain efficiency and reduce costs
while maintaining a high level of control. MDT hosts the Symitar Episys® core platform, along with seamlessly
integrated solutions to run the entire institution, including digital banking, payments, lending, security, continuity
and regulatory services. MDT serves credit unions representing more than $22 billion in assets and
approximately two million members. Visit mdtmi.com or follow @memberdriven for more information.

About Fed Reporter
Fed Reporter, Inc., headquartered in Agoura Hills, CA, provides regulatory reporting and compliance software
to over 3500 financial institutions in the United States. Using proprietary data collection technology, Fed
Reporter’s software products allow financial institutions to greatly reduce the overall regulatory reporting and
compliance burden.
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